
From: seasonalrateclass
To:
Subject: CM: Letter of Comment - EB-2020-0246
Date: Thursday, March 18, 2021 8:53:34 PM

From: Webmaster <Webmaster@oeb.ca>
Sent: Sunday, March 14, 2021 10:48 AM
To: registrar <registrar@oeb.ca>
Subject: Letter of Comment -

The Ontario Energy Board

-- Comment date --
2021-03-14

-- Case Number --
EB-2020-0246

-- Name --
Scott Clare

-- Phone --

-- Company --

-- Address --

-- Comments --
Thank you sharing this information about  the elimination of the Seasonal Rate class for Hydro One customers .
HOWEVER, a combination of an erratic laptop and my lack of "legal-speak" on your site, has left me more
confused than ever! I managed to see that for some rural areas, the "delivery-charge "
is higher than in an urban setting. Understandable , to a point. What avenues have been undertaken by  the OEB /
Hydro One to  explore other areas within their domain to recover some 'cost' savings, thereby helping out those of us
who have a property in the "seasonal" area of service ?   Years ago when the
Province had "Ontario Hydro", other than over-inflated salaries for the 'top-guns', I thought  monies were better
managed. Since one  Ontario government or another, took "hydro" out of the Public Domain, it seems everything to
do with our hydro use has  gone through the roof, sadly.  Does Ontario really need  2 'hydro' companies now? There
might be savings  being able to be passed on to the "consumers" if some "cost-cutting" were to be done at higher
levels in these corporations ( in my humble opinion ..but then, I don't have a degree in Business Admin.) I, for one,
would very much like to see..in layman's terms, any response to
investigating   any / ALL cost saving measures before. this change /
elimination of the "Seasonal Rate class".
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter, Regards, Scott  clare




